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Precision apple thinning part II: Calculating target crop load 
By: Janet van Zoeren and Amaya Atucha 

This article is part of a series we are running this spring discussing the precision apple thinning process. For an 
overview of what precision apple thinning is and how it works, please see part I of this series, published in the last issue of 
this newsletter. Also in that issue, you can read about Sunrise Orchard owner Allen Teach’s wealth of experience with 
precision thinning. In today’s article we will discuss how to calculate the target crop load of a tree, and how to 
determine what percent of fruitlets should be removed during the thinning process to achieve that target crop load.  

Calculating target crop load: 
This week, with apple trees somewhere between tight cluster and king bloom, is an ideal time to calculate the target 

crop load for the trees. As discussed in last week’s article (linked to above), precision thinning protocols allow us to thin a 
little of the crop at every opportunity, until the crop load has been reduced to the desired target level. But how do we 
determine what that desired target level is? 

The target yield for an orchard is based on a number of factors, including cultivar, planting density, and age of the 
trees. The goal of calculating the target crop load for any orchard block is to determine the optimum number of high 
quality fruits that can be matured on each tree, while at the same time promoting adequate vegetative 
growth and minimizing alternate bearing. You can read more about the science behind determining how many 
apples trees can ripen in Terence Robinson’s article “Crop Load Management of New High-Density Apple Orchards”.  

Deciding how to estimate target crop load in your orchard blocks will depend on the age of the trees, if they are in a 
high-density system, and your knowledge of the history of the block. In particular, young high-density blocks require extra 
attention to avoid overcropping, and so it is especially important to use tools like measuring trunk diameter (discussed 
below) to set a very specific crop load target for blocks with young trees. Older blocks can use either trunk or limb diameter 
measurements, along with your knowledge of the block’s history, to set a target yield per acre and determine the number of 
fruits to mature per tree.  
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Figure 3. Measuring the diameter of a tree trunk with 
calipers. The diameter reading will be used, along 
with the table provided below, to estimate target 
crop load for this tree. Photo by Benjamin Jaffe. 

Table 2: Determining target crop load (fruit per tree) 
based on tree density and desired yield. Table 
originally published in Philip Schwallier and Amy Irish-
Brown’s article “Predicting Apple Fruit Set Model” 

Table 1: Determining target crop load (fruits per tree) 
based on trunk cross sectional area. Table 
originally published in Philip Schwallier and Amy Irish-
Brown’s article “Predicting Apple Fruit Set Model” 

Estimate the target crop load per block.  
 There are two main ways to calculate the target crop load: using the trunk or branch diameters of a tree to 
determine the recommended number of fruit that tree can ripen, or using your target yield per acre and fruit size to 
calculate backward the number of fruit necessary per tree to achieve that goal. We will discuss both methods below. 

 
Trunk cross sectional area. Trunk cross sectional area has been 

found to correlate to the number of fruits a tree is able to adequately 
ripen in a season. This is especially relevant for young trees, but can 
also be used in mature high-density blocks. You can calculate the tree’s 
trunk cross sectional area by measuring the diameter of the trunk using 
calipers (measure about a foot above the graft union). A table, such as 
Table 1 below, can translate that measurement to a recommended 
number of fruit per tree. Table 1 is based on a table published in Philip 
Schwallier and Amy Irish-Brown’s article “Predicting Apple Fruit Set 
Model”. I calculated the target crop load for a block, using five 
representative trees, in about half an hour.  

 
 

 

 
Thinning disks. Several commercially available thinning disks have been designed to measure the diameter of either a 

trunk or branch, and immediately provide, on the disk itself, the number of fruits that tree or branch should be able to 
grow. These are very quick and convenient to use and are especially helpful to determine crop load in young trees. You can 
learn more about thinning disks in the Good Fruit Grower article “Gauging apple crop load”, or in Leslie Huffman’s article 
“Cropload and hand thinning”. 

http://nyshs.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/03/15-20-Schwallier-Pages-NYFQ-Book-Spring-2015.eg-3.pdf
http://nyshs.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/03/15-20-Schwallier-Pages-NYFQ-Book-Spring-2015.eg-3.pdf
http://nyshs.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/03/15-20-Schwallier-Pages-NYFQ-Book-Spring-2015.eg-3.pdf
http://nyshs.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/03/15-20-Schwallier-Pages-NYFQ-Book-Spring-2015.eg-3.pdf
https://www.goodfruit.com/gauging-apple-crop-load/
http://www.omafra.gov.on.ca/english/crops/hort/news/hortmatt/2014/17hrt14a2.htm
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Figure 1. Record the number of flowers or clusters 
per branch by writing with a sharpie on the base of 
each branch, to help keep track of which branches 
have already been counted. 

Total branch cross sectional area. For mature trees, the sum of diameter of all the branches on a tree (instead of the 
trunk diameter) could be a better indicator of target crop load per tree. This strategy is discussed in depth in an article in 
The Orchardist entitled “Precision management of apple crop load”. 

 
Tree density and desired yield. Another way to calculate the recommended number of fruit per tree is to calculate 

backwards based on your desired yield per acre, and target fruit size. This requires familiarity with your orchard and block, 
so is a better method to use for older blocks where you have previous year’s crop information. Table 2, also from the 
article mentioned above, can help calculate target fruit set based on tree density and desired yield. 

 
Determining total number of flower clusters  

Once you have determined the ideal crop load for a given block, you need to determine how many flowers, or 
flower clusters, your trees currently have, so that you can estimate the percentage of those potential fruits that will need to 
be thinned to achieve the target crop load.  

 
In order to do this, you will have to select five representative trees per block, and count the total number of flower 

clusters – in high density systems it’s best to count all the clusters on the entire tree, but with larger trees it would be ok to 
count on individual branches. The trees chosen should be typical of the block in terms of cultivar, rootstock, height, age, 
bloom density, and other factors. I chose five trees along a diagonal transect across the block, so that trees varied in terms of 
location in the block and being near to the edges or the center. I chose the 
individual trees to use based on their being similar to the other trees in 
that section of the orchard. The recommended number of trees to choose 
per block is five to seven, in order to provide an accurate estimate of 
target crop load for the block. However, it is better to find time to 
measure just two or three trees per block, rather than not using precision 
thinning at all due to time constraints. 

 
Once you have your representative trees per block, you will need 

to count the total number of flower clusters in each one of those trees. It 
is critical to be methodical and take your time during this process, in order 
to keep track of which flowers have already been counted. I start at the tip 
of each branch, and carefully follow the main branch to the trunk, being 
sure to count blossoms on each branchlet as I come to it. Once I reach the 
trunk, I write the total number of flowers clusters at the base of the 
branch, to remind myself that I already counted that branch. This entire 
procedure is explained very well in a Cornell video, which is narrated in 
Spanish with English subtitles (available at https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=26&v=VoC2rRIsb-g).  

 
This process, for five trees, took me about four hours. Although this may seem time consuming, it leads to much 

more precise calculations, and hopefully will pay off in terms of fruit quality and reduced time hand thinning in the summer. 
 
Calculate the target percent of fruit to remove in the block 

Using the information from the previous two sections: desired crop load and total number of flower clusters, you 
can calculate what percent of fruit you will need to remove during the thinning process in each block, by dividing the target 
crop for that tree by the number of flower clusters currently on the tree. For example, for tree #1, the trunk diameter was 
62 mm (measured about a foot above the graft union), giving me a target crop load of 253 fruits per tree (from table 1), and 
I counted a total of 506 flower clusters or inflorescences. By dividing 253/506, I calculated that we will have to thin about 
50% of clusters to achieve the 253 fruits per tree. Another way to look at this is that if there are 506 flower clusters, and 
each cluster has about 5 flowers, there is a total of 2530 flowers in the tree. If I only want 253 fruits per tree, that represents 
10% of the total flowers currently on the tree. I did the same calculation for the other four representative trees I selected in 
the block and estimated a target percent fruit set of 7% - 9%, with the average target percent for the block being 8.6%.  In 
future weeks, as I describe how to use the fruitlet growth model and the spreadsheet developed by MSU to calculate the 

https://www.pressreader.com/new-zealand/the-orchardist/20150401/283935996227685
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=26&v=VoC2rRIsb-g
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=26&v=VoC2rRIsb-g
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percent of fruit that will drop following each thinner application, 8.6% fruit set will provide a target, and will inform me 
when I have achieved the target crop load. 
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Current carbohydrate model outputs 
By: Janet van Zoeren and Amaya Atucha 

 
 Following are screen shots of the current NEWA carbohydrate model outputs from across the state. The green bar 
shows the current day’s temperature and solar radiation data, and the model’s estimate of tree’s carbohydrate balance. 
Below the green bar, in tan, is the forecasted weather data and corresponding forecasted carbohydrate balance. Following 
full bloom, this information will be taken together to provide a recommendation of whether to increase or decrease the 
strength of your thinner application. 

 

Richland County 
 

Current phonological stage: early pink 
Green tip: 4/30 
Full bloom: not yet happened 

Green tip occurred on 4/30, and full bloom has not yet 
occurred. Because full bloom has not occurred, there is no 
thinning recommendation output at this time.  

Trempealeau County  

 

Current phonological stage: full pink 
Green tip: 4/28 
Full bloom: not yet happened 

 

Green tip occurred on 4/28, and full bloom has not yet 
occurred. Because full bloom has not occurred, there is no 
thinning recommendation output at this time.  

https://www.goodfruit.com/gauging-apple-crop-load/
http://www.omafra.gov.on.ca/english/crops/hort/news/hortmatt/2014/17hrt14a2.htm
https://www.goodfruit.com/videos-teach-precision-crop-load-management/
http://dev.nyshs.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/10/Crop-Load-Management-of-New-High-Density-Apple-Orchards.pdf
http://nyshs.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/03/15-20-Schwallier-Pages-NYFQ-Book-Spring-2015.eg-3.pdf
https://www.pressreader.com/new-zealand/the-orchardist/20150401/283935996227685
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Door County 

 

Current phonological stage: early tight cluster 
Green tip: 5/2 
Full bloom: not yet happened 

 

Green tip occurred on 5/2, and full bloom has not yet occurred. 
Because full bloom has not occurred, there is no thinning 
recommendation output at this time.   

Dane County 

 

Current phonological stage: full pink 
Green tip: 4/29 
Full bloom: not yet happened 

 

Green tip occurred on 4/29, and full bloom has not yet 
occurred. Because full bloom has not occurred, there is no 
thinning recommendation output at this time.   

Racine County 

 

Current phonological stage: full pink 
Green tip: 4/30 
Full bloom: not yet happened 

 

Green tip occurred on 4/30, and full bloom has not yet 
occurred. Because full bloom has not occurred, there is no 
thinning recommendation output at this time.  

Eau Claire County 

 

Current phonological stage: tight cluster 
Green tip: 5/1 
Full bloom: not yet happened 

 

Green tip occurred on 5/1, and full bloom has not yet 
occurred. Because full bloom has not occurred, there is no 
thinning recommendation output at this time.  


